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ABSTRACT

Background Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are submicron cellular fragments that mediate intercellular commu-
nication. EVs have in the last decade attracted major interest as biomarkers or platforms for biomarkers of
health and disease. To better understand the reasons why despite great expectations and considerable effort,
EV-based methods have not yet been introduced into clinical practice, we present a systematic analysis of
published results of clinical studies.

Materials and methods Clinical studies on populations of body fluid samples, published from 2010 to
including 2015, applying centrifugation of fluid human samples with centrifuge accelerations up to about
25 000 g and flow cytometry for detection of EVs were analysed with respect to statistical significance (p),
statistical power (P), clinical significance (CS), defined as the difference between the means divided by the
sum of standard deviations, and size of the populations (Nmin), defined as the number of samples in the
smaller group.

Results Final analysis included 65 publications with 716 comparisons reporting 308 (43%) statistically signifi-
cant differences (P < 0�05), 242 (34%) had statistical power P > 0�8 and 88 (12%) had clinical importance
CS > 1�96. None of comparison with CS > 1�96 included populations in which the smaller group consisted of 50
or more samples.

Conclusions To fulfil claimed expectations for EV-based methods as promising diagnostic tools, more evidence
on EV-based mechanisms of diseases should be gathered. Also, the methods of EV harvesting and assessment
should be improved to yield better repeatability and thus allow clinical studies with larger number of samples.

Keywords Exosomes, intercellular communication, microparticles, microvesicles, nanovesicles, noninvasive
diagnostics.
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Introduction

Due to their small (submicron) size and fragility, extracellular

vesicles (EVs) have only recently attracted wide interest in

medicine and biology. Their mediating role in intercellular

communication was observed within in vitro studies, and fun-

damental processes of redistribution of membrane constituents

and concomitant functionalization of particular molecules are

being studied and manipulated. However, ultimate goal in

medicine is to use EV-based methods in clinical practice. Many

studies are motivated by a promising role of EVs as biomarkers

or their platforms, for assessment of clinical status in health

and disease [1,2]. However, the breakthrough to routine clinical

applicability of EVs as biomarkers or their platforms has not

yet taken place. The present review of published clinical stud-

ies is an attempt to contribute to better knowledge on the rea-

sons for such outcome. Previous reviews of clinical studies [3,4]

have exposed the findings of the authors of the published

studies, for example mostly reports on statistically significant

differences between populations of samples pertaining to

patients and controls. To show whether the size of the popu-

lations was statistically appropriate, statistical power P could

be calculated. A criterion P > 0�8 is generally accepted, mean-

ing that in 80% or more, the type 2 error (b) is avoided, or,

rejecting the null hypothesis when there is a difference between

groups, fails. However, analyses of statistical power are rare in

the literature concerning EV-based clinical studies. Further-

more, statistically significant differences alone should not be

the primary origin of clinical interpretation of the study results

as they may not provide clinical insight into important vari-

ables, magnitude of possible differences and information on

study design [5,6]. A study outcome can be statistically, but not

clinically, significant and vice versa. From the beginning of

evidence-based medicine, biomedical studies have induced

progress of appropriate analytical approaches. In this view, a

criterion (or criteria) can be introduced to indicate the extent to

which the method succeeds in differentiating health from dis-

ease and not reflect findings by chance or imprecise
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measurement [7]. Also, it is important how large (in absolute

numbers) are the compared populations of samples. Larger

number of samples is needed to achieve a true representation

of clinical populations of interest; that is, it is more likely

expected that the results of the study will be reproducible if it is

repeated in a similar population of samples. Large populations

will comply also to the requirements regarding sufficient sta-

tistical power. Large populations are therefore necessary to

ensure that the results are valid.

In order to get insight into the state of the art regarding EVs

as biomarkers or their platforms, the studies found in the lit-

erature that consider differences between populations of sam-

ples of isolated EVs (unmarked or marked by different

markers) were analysed regarding statistical significance, sta-

tistical power, clinical significance and size of sample popula-

tions.

There are different protocols for harvesting EVs, depending

on the technique of capture and manipulation of samples.

Isolation of EVs from plasma by centrifugation and their

counting by flow cytometry (which enables detection of EVs

sized above some threshold, e.g. 100 nm) is often used in

studies that consider cohorts of patients and controls. In this

work, we have focused on such studies. We have excluded

studies considering smaller EVs (exosomes) that require dif-

ferent equipment and protocols for harvesting and assessment

(ultracentrifugation at high accelerations, analysis of molecu-

lar content).

Design

Search strategy, literature selection and study
inclusion
We used the search key (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc)

(‘2010/01/01’ [PmcLiveDate]: ‘2015/4/16’ [PmcLiveDate])

AND ((((Circulating microvesicles [Abstract] OR Circulating

microparticles [Abstract]) OR Microparticles[Abstract]) OR

Microvesicles [Abstract]) AND flow cytometry[abstract])

(Fig. 1). Search on PubMed Central (PMC) from PMC live

date 1 January 2010 to 16 April 2015 (performed on 30 July

2016) yielded 153 results (publications). Publications report-

ing on clinical studies involving ex vivo human samples

subjected to centrifugation of fluid samples up to about

25 000 g prior to flow cytometry were included into final

analysis.

A total of 113 of 153 publications did not meet inclusion

criteria as follows: 31 reported on in vitro studies, 21 were

performed on laboratory animals, two did not use centrifuga-

tion prior to flow cytometry, nine used too high centrifugation

(exosome isolation protocol), five did not contain enough

details regarding microparticles isolation protocol, two did not

use body fluid samples, in 1, the units were unclear and 42 did

not consider populations of body fluids (either considered pre-

analytical issues of isolation protocols or presented case

reports), or did not contain the necessary data required for our

analysis as given below. The remaining 40 of 153 publications

Figure 1 Flow diagram illustrating search
and selection processes.
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have met the inclusion criteria. Additionally, we included 25

publications that fulfilled inclusion criteria but were found

otherwise. Final analysis was performed on 65 publications [8–
72] (Fig. 1).

About 75% studies used protocols in which the sample was

centrifuged at least twice before EVs were assessed by flow

cytometry. Most of the studies used a two-step centrifugation.

The first step ranged from 10 min at 160 g to 45 min at

20 500 g, and the second step ranged from 1 min at 6000 g to

45 min at 20 500 g. In the first centrifugation, larger cells are

divided from the medium (e.g. plasma). The medium is dif-

ferently named by authors as the ‘platelet-poor plasma’, ‘pla-

telet-free plasma’ or ‘cell-free plasma’.

We analysed comparisons with reported statistically signifi-

cant differences between representative values of EV samples

of both populations. The number of samples in the populations

(the size of the populations), the median or mean values and

the corresponding ranges of measurements or standard devia-

tions were assessed. To unify the data, we approximated the

mean values (l) by the median values and standard deviations

(r) by a part of the range (q); r = q/4 [73]. We estimated sta-

tistical power of the difference P, from the mean values (l1 and
l2, where the indexes 1 and 2 denote the two respective pop-

ulations being compared) and the larger of the two standard

deviations (rmax), by using software Power & Sample Size

Calculator: http://powerandsamplesize.com for one-tailed

test. Clinical significance (CS) was estimated by a modified

Reliable Change Index [6],

CS ¼ jl1 � l2j
r1 þ r2

; (1)

where the values larger than 1�96 indicated clinical relevance.

This criterion expresses that the populations (representing for

example samples of healthy subjects and patients) should be

sufficiently alienated to render a random sample of a healthy

subject to likely fall within two standard deviations interval

from the mean of the healthy population and a random sample

of a patient to fall within two standard deviations interval from

the mean of the diseased population. In other words, we con-

sidered the test clinically significant if we expect less than about

5% false-positive and/or false-negative results (grey area in

Fig. 2). To assess the samples size, we used the number of

samples in the smaller population (Nmin).

To sum up, for each comparison with p < 0�05, we assessed

the available or estimated the effective mean values of the EV-

based parameter (l1, l2), corresponding standard deviations

(r1, r2) and the numbers of samples in the smaller and the

larger population (Nmin and Nmax, respectively). By using these

data, we calculated statistical power (P) and clinical

significance (CS) of the differences. The assessed data and the

results of the analysis are given in the Table S1, and in a com-

panion document with explanation of respective contents.

Results and discussion

Table 1 shows that from 716 (100%) comparisons found in the

literature, 157 (22%) did not report statistical significance of the

difference. In 559 (78%) comparisons that reported statistical

significance, it was found insufficient (p > 0�05) in 251 (35%).

The remaining 308 (43%) comparisons were further analysed

with respect to statistical power and clinical significance; sta-

tistical power was insufficient (P ≤ 0�8) in 66 (9%), indicating

that the populations of samples in these comparisons were not

large enough. Clinical significance was insufficient (CS ≤ 1�96)

Figure 2 Presentation of the criterion of clinical significance.
Here, l2 and l1 are the mean values of the two groups of
samples subjected to comparison and r1 and r2 are the
corresponding standard deviations. Integration of the curve
from 1�96 r to infinity yields 2�5% of the entire area under the
curve. It is taken as a rough approximation that both
distributions can be represented by normal distributions and
that both standard deviations of these distributions are
approximately equal.

Table 1 Number of comparisons between sample populations
sorted by the statistical significance of the difference between
mean values (p), statistical power of the difference (P) and
clinical significance (CS)

Number of comparisons

716

p < 0�05 p ≥ 0�05 p not found

308 251 157

P > 0�8 P ≤ 0�8
242 66

CS > 1�96 CS ≤ 1�96
88 154
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in 154 (22%). All per cents are given with respect to 716 com-

parisons.

To sum up, in 43% comparisons, the authors reported that

they detected a statistically significant difference, while only

few publications included power analysis. Our statistical cri-

teria (statistical significance p and statistical power P) showed

difference between health and disease in 34% of the differences,

but considering clinical significance (CS), this portion was

lowered to only 12%. In the remaining 88%, either there really

were no indications for difference, or these indications existed,

but could not be detected and the risk of false-positive or false-

negative outcome was too high. There were very few studies

that considered comparisons between (moderately) larger

populations of samples (Fig. 3b–d); in only six comparisons (of

308 that claimed statistically significant difference), the smaller

group contained more than 50 samples, and neither of these

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3 Interdependences between parameters of statistical and clinical relevance. (a) interdependence between clinical
significance of the difference CS and statistical power of the difference P, (b) interdependence between the numbers of samples in
the larger and the smaller populations compared, Nmax and Nmin, respectively, (c) interdependence between the number of samples
in the smaller population Nmin and statistical power of the difference P, (d) interdependence between the number of samples in the
smaller population Nmin and clinical significance of the difference CS. The lines in panels (a) and (b) indicate the ideal one-to-one
relation. The dotted lines refer to threshold for criteria imposed upon statistical power (P = 0�8) (a, c), clinical significance
(CS = 1�96) (d) and the size of the populations (Nmin = 50) (c, d). The data refer to 308 comparisons that reported statistically
significant differences (p < 0�05).
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met our criterion for clinical significance. On the other hand, in

majority of comparisons (260 of 308), the number of the samples

in the smaller population was < 30 (Fig. 3b–d). Those studies

that exceptionally included larger number of samples did not

show clinically significant differences.

Further analysis showed that statistical power P and clinical

significance CS were interdependent (Fig. 3a, Pearson coeffi-

cient 0�77). Only comparisons with P different from 1 were

considered here because statistical power cannot be larger than

1, while clinical significance has no upper bound which tech-

nically limits the correlation if the data with P = 1 are included.

It can be seen that none of the comparisons shown in Fig. 3a

had sufficient clinical significance (CS = 1�96). However, all

comparisons with sufficient clinical significance had also suf-

ficient statistical power. We have used the milder, one-tailed

test (assuming that the authors expected that the concentration

of EV-based markers are going to be higher/lower in the test

population) to calculate statistical power, which yielded the

upper bound of statistical power P. On the other hand, fol-

lowing Jacobson and Truax [6], our criterion for clinical sig-

nificance CS > 1�96 requiring on the average less than about 5%

false results was more stringent. Considering the size of the

compared populations, we show asymmetry in the numbers of

the two populations compared (Fig. 3b) and add the size of the

smaller population Nmin to the analysis of statistical power P

(Fig. 3c) and clinical significance CS (Fig. 3d). Figurs 3c and d

present regions (shaded) that meet the chosen criteria. In panel

C, the parameters are the statistical power P and the size of the

smaller population Nmin, while in panel D, the parameters are

the clinical significance CS and the size of the smaller popula-

tion Nmin. It can be seen that in panel D, the quadrant defined

by our criterion P > 0�8 and an arbitrary choice Nmin > 50 is

empty; that is, we found no reported comparison to fulfil sta-

tistical significance and clinical significance of the difference for

Nmin > 50. In panel C, however, there are five comparisons that

fulfilled statistical significance, statistical power and size

requirement (but not clinical significance).

A small sample size limits statistical power; while larger

sample sizes provide more power to detect statistically signif-

icant differences. However, it was previously found that while

larger sample sizes are obviously preferred in a clinical study to

capture a true representation of the clinical population being

studied, larger samples sizes can lead to statistically significant

differences that remain clinically insignificant [74], which is in

agreement with our results (Fig. 3d).

Clinical significance, also named ‘effect size’ is not

defined ‘generally’ and should take into account a particular

perspective [75]. Jacobson and Truax [6] used an effect size

criterion for the effect of psychotherapy (reliable change index

RCI = |l1 – l2|/(2rE
2)1/2), where rE is the standard error of the

measurement. Values of RCI larger than 1�96 were considered

as sufficient [6]. Applying RCI to our data, where the larger of

the two standard deviations was taken to approximate rE,

yielded 87 comparisons that fulfil the criterion (comparing to 88

obtained with CS (Table 1)), whereas likewise, none of these

fulfilled the criterion Nmin > 50. Also frequently used effect size

is Cohen’s d (d = |l1 – l2|/r), where l1 and l2 are the mean

values and r is the assumed common standard deviation [74].

Values of d larger than 0�8 are considered as strong effect (but

allowing more than 30% of false-positive and/or false-negative

findings). Applying d to our data where the larger of the two

standard deviations was taken to approximate r, yielded 214

(30%) fulfilling comparisons, however, in only one of them

Nmin > 50. As clinical significance (i.e., effect size) is poorly

defined, there is evidently freedom to adjust its stringency.

However, as regards the size of the populations, large popu-

lations should be considered in order to assure repeatability of

the results and relevance of the applied methods in clinical

practice, in particular to avoid false-positive claims [76].

As claims for statistical and clinical significance and need for

large populations have been considered by many authors and

over a long period of time, and the problems have been largely

acknowledged, a question can be raised why most EV-based

clinical studies do not report statistical power and why clinical

significance is not assessed. Obviously, assessment of statistical

power and clinical significance of the results renders positive

results more moderate, which could contribute to a higher

probability that the work would be rejected by the reviewers

and editors of scientific journals. As clinical studies require

considerable effort and in spite of negative results bring

important and sometimes even pioneering information in the

field, it may seem inevitable to the authors not to show all the

results, else the manuscripts are likely rejected and valuable

information is thus kept from the interested society [77]. In

some diseases, collecting material that finally presents about 30

patients takes many months during which external parameters

that are important for EV harvesting may change. Yet, the

experience of the researchers may be of important help to

others. It should be noted that at the present stage of knowl-

edge on EV-based clinical methods, it is of great interest to

learn of the experiences of the researchers on EV-based mech-

anisms of various diseases, even though they find no statisti-

cally or clinically significant differences. This should be taken

into account by the editorial staffs in processing of the manu-

scripts and as to optimally advice the authors how to reason-

ably present their findings.

Even more relevant is the question why most studies con-

sider small populations of samples and why to our best

knowledge there are no studies including large populations

(thousands of samples). In our opinion, repeatability of EV

harvesting connected to knowledge on mechanisms of EV for-

mation, especially during the process of harvesting, is key to
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clinical relevance of EV-based methods [78]. It is not yet

established how a subject should be prepared for blood sam-

pling as regards previous intake of substances and physical

activity. Also, the effects of blood sampling (such as passing of

blood through the needle) are not yet elaborated. The param-

eters regarding the centrifugation of samples, the effects of the

material that comes in contact with samples, the parameters of

keeping the samples during the processing, the yield of dying

the samples with markers, etc., are not yet explored to sufficient

level. All this prevents effective standardization of procedures

because it is poorly known which parameters should be stan-

dardized and how a particular standardization may consider-

ably affect the yield and identity of isolated EVs. To avoid

dissipation of results due to different harvesting and assess-

ment protocols, in this study we focused on experiments in

which body fluid and body fluid-derived samples were cen-

trifuged up to about 25 000 g and assessed by flow cytometry,

as these procedures were hitherto most frequently used in

assessment of EV samples in clinical studies.

Some of the procedures (such as blood sampling and inter-

action of samples with different interfaces) are practiced in

harvesting larger EVs and in harvesting exosomes, as well as in

other methods of harvesting and assessment (such as recently

introduced nanosight track assay or nanoscale flow cytometry),

and can be a source of similar problems thereof. As different

protocols for harvesting EVs led to different results, it was

previously suggested that protocols need standardization. The

International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH)

Vascular Biology Standardisation Subcommittee (VB SSC) took

steps towards standardization of platelet-derived MP (PMP)

measurement by flow cytometry [79]; it was indicated that the

fluorescent calibrated beads could be used to standardize the

protocol for measurement of EVs [79,80]. Elaboration of the

protocol for harvesting and assessment of EVs showed that the

delay before the first centrifugation, agitation of the tubes

during transportation of blood and the centrifugation protocol

have important effects on the isolate [81]. An optimal protocol

was suggested [81]. Then, several laboratories prepared EV

isolates from platelet-free plasma of healthy donors according

to the same protocol and according to their own protocol. It was

found that the interlaboratory variability of flow cytometric

measurement was smaller if the same protocol was applied

[82]; however, the fluctuations found in spite of following the

same protocol indicated that further studies are needed to

identify more parameters that are important in determining the

isolates [82]. Poor repeatability of the harvesting and assess-

ment of EVs prevents comparison of samples processed in

different lots. Furthermore, the methods for keeping and

transporting EV samples have to our best knowledge not yet

enabled multicentric clinical studies reporting significant dif-

ferences between health and disease. Better understanding of

the mechanisms of EV formation, in particular during the

process of isolation, is necessary to achieve clinical applicability

of the EV-based methods.

It was indicated that the research findings are less likely to be

true for smaller populations studied, smaller effect sizes and

poorly defined relationships to be tested, furthermore, this sit-

uation is aggravated in ‘hot’ scientific fields that promise

greater financial and other interests [77]. Introduction of EV-

based methods in clinical practice is indeed ‘hot’ and interest-

ing from medical and financial point of view and our analysis

of the results found in the literature showed that the studies

that we found consider small populations with small portion of

large effect size. However, vast laboratory research motivated

by potential clinical applicability of EV-based methods [83]

presents a sound foundation to continue studies directed

towards clinical applicability of EVs. To achieve that EV-based

methods could be widely used in clinical practice [84], further

research on the basic mechanisms should be inevitably invested

also in clinical study design and especially in implementation

of nanoscale research in advanced technologies of EV harvest-

ing and assessment. Standardization of protocols should be

consistent with increased understanding of relevant mecha-

nisms, else key parameters could be missed. Also, methods for

keeping EVs should be elaborated to allow clinical studies with

larger numbers of included samples in order to first see

whether there is an effect at the population level. EVs are very

small particles of transient identity, and they are essentially

remodelled by manipulation and observation, meaning that all

these processes should be considered also in designing the

protocols and interpretation of results.
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